Hitler’s Grievous Prediction on Coming Future View of 2039. 2017/11/13
⒜Prescript by author Suzuki:
Telling for Hitler,general people would consider him the unprecedented most brutal leader
with 6million Jew genocide in NAZIS program in the war.Also author has nothing objection
on it.However as for what he once had foreseen on coming future(21th century),It is
almost historically correct.Also you could confirm it in following his message.
It is just prediction on NAZIS reincarnated in USA as CIA-military industry complex due to
operation paper clip which secretly imported NAZIS person with the war technology.That
is,once NAZIS was to be defeated,but once again was to reincarnate.His prediction is right.
Note now USA had become invisible,but insidious military fascism nation with few elite
ruling(Rockefeller the German American who once supported NAZIS establishment) by
advanced technology on manipulating nation people,which was once predicted also by Ike.
⒝Dwight D. Eisenhower Farewell Address delivered 17 January 1961
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and
deciduous [insidious] in method...... military industry complex revealed by Eisenhower .
⒞Scientific Mechanism of Prophecy.
So called black magic is the top historical secret of few hereditary ruler family,which has
been inhibited to access by general people ruled by them.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
⒟Coming Climate Hell in Future the Overview.
So called global warming by CO2 accumulation in atmosphere is to warm both equator
region and Arctic one,former is to activate heat wave toward northern regions,while the latter
activate cold wave toward southern regions.His prediction is almost essentially correct on
collision of heat and cold wave activating flood and drought.
⒠War technology after the 2nd world war.
Certainly weapon employed in now wars was once developed by NAZIS.
jet engine fighter,rocket technology,nuclear bomb,advanced CIA mind control technology
due to NAZIS original,the NAZIS supremacism ideology,etc
⒡the SUMMARY<advanced fascism ruling in coming climate hell world>.
After 1989,mankind would have gotten more and more diverged into two type.
One are less but new type rulers and the other are most, but massive ruled without
consciousness and awareness. With it,also climate would revenge mankind by diverging in
two type of severe heat and cold,fire and water toward mass extinction.However few elite
would survive.

Hitler’s Grievous Prediction on Coming Future View of 2039
Subtraction from “After 1999” by Shouden sya publishing Co Japan<translated by author>.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01
Separation of the two poles would evolve more and more.After 1989,separation would evolve
more and more into two of new,but few ruler and new type of massive people ruled .Ones are
new type rulers who manipulate all the things,and rule people,while the others are ruled in
everything without awareness and consciousness.
However evolution is not only it,but also earth in universe would evolve to huge change as
mankind evolve so.After 1989,mankind would face to big unprecedented catastrophe in nature
(universe). In my young age, I wrote that someday,mankind would be revenged by Big Nature
in “Mein Kampf”,which is the state after 1989.Mankind would have become boast to do crime
against nature in universe,so nature would revenged mankind with disasters.Then it would lead
mankind to unimaginable supreme state in coming 21th century after 150 years since I was
born,It is incredible supreme state even though I myself can see it clearly by spiritual sense.
...In the end of 20th century,NAZISM the substantial would go ruling the world even though the
superficial would seem ruling by democracy or socialism.As I once expected,the society would
go separation by ruling by stronger and massive those ruled, and they would kill with each others
by using weapons developed in NAZIS both in democratic and socialism nations.It is
simultaneously term of convulsion of nature.Mankind would terribly be revenged by big nature.
Climate would separate into two of severe heat wave and severe cold,water and fire,big floods
and big drought,which would alternately go attack in earth.

Thereby,there would emerge superman<Übermensch>.By anymore,ordinal men could not
manage such crisis.In order to fix it,mankind is to born them who would have managed and fixed
the world,climate, mankind,and wars. That is,in convulsion climate world,there would be massive
people with few rulers.Behind them,there would be super men who substantially rule the world.
This is the 21th century that I have foreseen.

But now gentlemen,more important thing is that what I have now told to you is matter of 100
years after.It is it to invite you today that I had selected.Telling 100 years after from today is
2039/1/25.Now you could not have understood.When at that time,there would be real supreme
state for mankind.Then those ordinal mankind we call would have been disappeared at 2039/1.

It does not mean mankind complete extinction by something convulsion or big war and disasters
at 2039.Certainly there would be perpetual many disaster attacking.From 1989 to 1999(??by

author),there would be cascaded convulsion of climate and wars.Thereby, except few lucky rich
nation,many nations would face starvation,fired and collapsed.Some cities would die by poison.
It would become more terrible after 2000.By 2014,1/3 of Europe and America(also people’s
mind)would be destroyed.Africa and Middle East would be completely be destroyed.After all,now
civilization would have left nothing,but desert.Even though mankind still would not be extincted.
Few,but deeply wounded would survive in a part of our Germany,central America and
Soviet(Russia).Japan and China would survive even with deep wounded.However gentlemen,
even as though,mankind would be disappeared.There would be no mankind as we now mean.
Because at 2039/1,mankind would evolve something not mankind,or they would be
degenerated(continue).

You could read more from the citation cite by Japanese Language(Google translator).

APPENDIX:

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done
in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
He may be only one who could have image of 5 billion people die.The coming 2043 would
not be due to CO2 global warming in rather slow tempo,but to rapid collapse by Arctic
methane catastrophe.
*Note also Jucelino told that a prediction could be changed by our will at now !!!

